
PROGETTO SEEDS 2013-2015

Fiera energiAmbiente 2009

Science topic
 

Teaching of science with particular but not exclusive reference to education for 
sustainability

references and 
contacts

 

Ufficio educazione Educazione Ambientale Provincia di Parma
 Giuseppe Boselli
g.boselli@provincia.parma.it
tel 0521/931786
fax 0521/931853
 sede uffici: P.le della Pace n° 1, 43121 Parma
orari apertura pubblico su appuntamento
lunedì-venerdì 9.00-13.00
lunedì-giovedì 15.00-17.00

mailto:g.boselli@provincia.parma.it


objectives
 

for an education to do, and the experience of the game
seminars, meetings, workshops, film

resources
 

Time 4° EDITION BIENNAL

Utilities  ( age , n° student)/ 2500 school years 5-18 students, residents and 

faculty total about 3000 people
funds instrumental and economic contributions of € 35,000 employees
spaces used Fidenza, squares, streets, yards

description

fair ENERGIAMBIENTE 2009 biennial meeting on how education for 
sustainability, arrived in 2009 in its fourth edition, is a "showcase" was born from 
the network Breathe organized in collaboration with the Province of Parma, City 
of Fidenza and Solidarity Forum. The numbers:
The 51 institutions involved:
42 different proposals whose themes have covered all environmental matrices: 
water, waste, air, biodiversity, geology, nutrition, health, best practices, 
sustainable technologies, energy, flora and fauna, climate change, repeated for a 
total of 210 offers workshops for schools
  2,500 students involved
  20 events are developed which saw the participation of about 500 people
 
9 The municipalities directly interested in the event Parma, Fidenza, 
Salsomaggiore, Trecasali, Polesine, Traversetolo, Sassuolo, Sala Baganza, San 
Secondo.
· Cost involved: 11.79 € / person

teaching 
methodology Experimental workshops run by kids, associations reality of the territory, training 

seminars for teachers, information and cultural moments epr citizenship: 
presentation books, films, conferences

experimental 
approach
e yes/NO   

Yes, mentoring workshops on environmental issues

results
Strong involvement and enthusiasm of the territory that has achieved interesting 
results with relatively small numbers.



Critical The difficulty of many schools to follow jobs that are not only educational and 
related to a
classic trail of environmental education, and work together.
· Difficulty in moving and planning time / space of actions by schools, in a
project like this the respect of the times and deadlines is essential
· The message I get is not always clear and therefore are consuming too many 
direct contacts and
Tired
· It is a constant and varied work that lasts a whole year between contacts logistics 
organization and action
direct, and this continuity often undermines schools whose time is very close to 
the times
schools: the month of the trips, the month of the ballots, the month of insertion.


